**DuPont Electronic Metered Deluxe Faucet Mount WFFM350 Series**
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Huntersville, NC 28078  
(704)-875-0366

Customer Support:  
1-866-709-2086  
www.waterfiltration.dupont.com

- To maintain product certification and ensure uniform performance, the product is retested on a consistent basis

- Filter Replacement:
  - Replacement Filters: WFFMC100, WFFMC300
  - Replace filters every 200 gallons (approx. 3 months)
  - Usage and quality of water in your incoming water line affect the life of filter cartridges and determine when the cartridge should be changed. Cartridges should be replaced sooner if water pressure at the faucet begins to drop noticeably or if the filter fails to perform satisfactorily
  - Please see Installation Instructions for filter replacement instructions

- General operation and maintenance requirements
  - These units are intended for non-commercial use. They should be used only in ambient air temperature of between 35 degrees F / 2 degrees C and 100 degrees F / 38 degrees C. Placement of these units in direct sunlight or use of electrical heating equipment on these units must be avoided. Replace filter cartridge when and as directed in the installation/operation instructions included with each cartridge. Replacement filter cartridges are available at retail outlets.
  - For further operation and maintenance requirements please see Installation Instructions
  - Please see warranty insert for manufacturer’s limited warranty.